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УДК 539.125.17

Н.А.Кобылинский, А.И.Косенко, Б.С.Мартынов, В.В.Тимохин

Адронные полные сечения: разделение померонной и чисто реджеонных
компонент

Все данные по полным сечениям нуклон-нуклонного и мезон-нуклон-
ного взаимодействия анализируется с целью выделить вклады ф ,
А

2
 и со реджеонов и разделить две вакуумные компоненты - по-

мероннув и f -реджеонную. Установлены интервалы значений, в ко-
торых находятся параметры f- реджеона, при варьировании фор-
мы померона в широкой области. Обнаружено, что интерсепт -f- ред-
жеона существенно выше, чем считалось, ранее.

N.A.Kobylinaky, A.I.Kosenko,E.S.Martynov,V.V.Timokhin

Hadronio Total Cross-Sectlona: Separation of Pomeron and Proper

Reggeon Components

All the data on nuoleon-nucleon and meson-nuoleon total cross-

sections are analyzed to distinguish the contributions of £ ,
A» and CO reggeons and to separate the two vacuum components
- the pomeron and the f - reggeon ones. We have determined
the ranges of the \ - reggeon parameters when the pomaron
shape varies over a wide region. It is established that the t~
- reggeon intercept is much higher than was previously thought.
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High-energy hadron scattering and production processes are

one of the two important sources of experimental information on

Regge trajectories. They enable us to reconstruct the Regge

trajectories over a small range of squared four-momenta,0 ? t £

- 1 GeV ̂  , but with a high enough accuraoy. By comparing this

"piece" of the trajectories with an independently reconstructed

"pieoe" in the resonance range we can make a number of nontrivi-

al conclusions on the behaviour of Regge trajectories in the re-

gion of high spins and, consequently, on some aspects of quark

confinement.

At high energies four proper (or secondary) reggeona

^ -Аг — to — -J- i in addition to the pomeron, are do-

minant in elastic and total cross-sections. Their relationship

is a corner stone of dual theory: they should be degenerate at

the planar level* ' , and the magnitude and the character of

their splitting, most pronounced in the scattering region, enable

us to point out an adequate mechanism of unit arizing the planar

approximation.

The 20-year study of p , A
2
 and CO -trajectories in the

scattering region has produced exact enough values of their in-

tercepts ̂
x 3 )

O.4<3 ±0.02, (1)

±0.02 , (2)

о6ш(О) =ОАЛ ±0.0* . (3)

The situation concerning the ^ -trajectory i s much worse.
The discrepancy between the T -intercepts obtained in diffe-
rent analysis remains to be too great,

оЦ(о) в 0.44 - 0.68.
 (4

>

* 'Reconstruction of Regge trajectories at larger ( -t ) is dif-
ficult because the contributions of resoatterings are dominant
here. Since we have no unambiguous reciepe to caloulate them,the
Regge trajectories derived from cross-seotion data will have great
systematic errors.

* The exohange degenereoy of reggeons with the same quark and spin
structure is equivalent to the planar analytical etxuoture of the
amplitude L1»2J.
(x
-"ln (1)-(Э) we give the mean values of the intercepts taken

from different analysis. The errors reflect the differences in
the values quoted.
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When we consider these results the question arises: ia it pos-

eible at all to distinguish exactly the -f -contribution? Or

ia it joined with the pomeron,in the spirit of P-*f -identity

[1.3]?

In the present paper we deal with a whole set of data on

the total cross-sections of the basic meson-baryon and baryon-

baryon processes. This set of data has lately been greatly

enriched, above all, by measurements of a pair of processes bb

and pf> at |S - 23 - 62 GeV and f\> at /S »546 GeV. So great

a set of data seems to be sufficient to resolve the P~f -prob-

lem and to separate these contributions. We are going to use

a rather general parametrization of the pomeron, to single out

the T -contribution in a more objective manner.

According to Regge-theory, the total cross-section of the

interaction of particle о <Х and b contains two types of cont-

ributions :

6«b(S) = Pab(S) +Ъ
а
Ъ&) • ,_.

where Pab i
fl
 the pomeron component, and Rob takes into ac-

count proper reggeons.

The pomeron contribution may be written down as

Pab(
s
) -

 a
ab + b«

b
 ( )

We put S
o
 » 1 GeV . This parametrization of the P -contribution

and this choice of S
o
 realize the assumption that the pomeron

rises monotonically over the whole physical region, and the

decreasing branch in the vacuum component of the total cross-

sections is originated from the f -contribution. This, in

turn, corresponds to the concept of two-component duality* The

alternative - the P-f -identity - is studied in detail in

[4].

There, is no consensus as regards the choice of the para-

meter T* in the expression (6). The collider data [5] make the

models with Proiasart saturation of total cross-sections, "jf «2,

б "^ Wl
Z
S , evermore popular (see, for example, the argu-

ments given in [4.6-93)» It was also shown [iO,1i] that the ob-

served rise of the total cross-sections does not contradict
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the hypothesis that the pomeron is a double Regge-pole (dipole).

To eliminate the errors (at least, some of them) in choosing

the pomeron, we have analyzed the Interval of "/Г from О to 3

and will oheck the effect of the pemeron shape on the reggeon pa-

rameters ,

We consider the processes of {э*|э , p>*n , Эг*р , K*f> and

-scattering ( f>"sp ). Their cross-seotions are parame-

trized in a well-known way [ ^

6p«
P
 - P

Pf
> + f

 PP

« P
F
f + f tr

- Ртгь + f
(7)

f
Kp
 T ̂ Kp 4 А ^ ?

where

-1

Under this parametrization the expressions for

involve 19 free parameters. Their values were determined from

the data on the total cross-section at V5 > 6 GeV [5,8,9.131.

Since the value of the cross-aeotion at the collider energy is

oritical for many models of the pomeron, we changed the role of

this point and carried out two fits: under the first of them the

total cross-section had an error of 1.5 ab quoted in £5^i end
under the second the error was deoreaeed by an order and oeoame
0.15 mb. This produces some etfeot on the parameters of the pome
ron, but has no significant influence on the reggeons.

The main oonolusions of the analysis performed are the fol-
lowing (here we deal primarily with reggeone; the pomeron is
discussed in
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The dependence of J. on the parameter $ (Pig.1) exhibits
two distinguished branches. We shall call them d and 4-

-branches according to their minima being close to a dipole (ifal)

and a froissaron C$ «2) solution. The minimum at the ck -branch

ia situated at ~fi oi.28 , and at the -f -branch at*}fa1.57, the

first being somewhat deeper.

The data on ffl, NTT , JTN and XH total cross-sections at

6 £ >fs ̂  546 GeV exclude the values Tf< 1 and *tf > 2 , but al-

low a fairly good description with ТГ in the range from 1 to 2

(for details see [14*] ).

The values of the intercepts and the residues of о , А
г

and to reggeons are practically not effected by the pornoron shape

(see the table).This is so because each of these contributions

can be expressed in terms of a certain combinations of the oross-

sections that involves no -f and P -components.

У - reggeon. Its intercept can be found from the three combina-

tions

The behaviour of these quantities is shown in Fig.2a,b. It is

seen that the data on NN, Ш and KN interaction do not enable

us to reliably determine the intercept of £ - reggeon. This va-

lue is determined in a more precise way only from STN-scattering.

The low-energy data, V§£ 8 GeV, however, let the left-hand shoul-

der of the line go down (Fig.2b), resulting in an increased value

of the intercept of the £ -trajectory,

=:0.55±0.01 . (10)

This problem is known to be solved by taking into account the

low-lying £ -pole.

Aa - reggeon. Its parameters are determined from the processes
under consideration in a poorer way than for other reggeons. This
is seen, in particular, from Pig.3 giving the quantities
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6 - ) ] ( I D
As seen from the table given in [i4^ the reaiduea of £

and kz -reggeons are oloae for КЫ-interaction, but different

almost by an order for NN-interaction

рА
г;
,р «0.17 mb , Г

§
 pp -1.61 mb

«2.21mb , **$Кр «2.14 шЬ .

Suoh a strong violation of the exchange degeneracy is caused by

data [15] on pn-croas-sectiona. Really, if we exclude them from

the set of data analyzed, the violation of exchange degeneracy

for $> and A
2
 - reggeone is much decreased, and the parameters

take the values given in the table attached hereto (the results

of fits over a complete set of data are given in £14^)«

Analysis of the data on total cross-sections gives the fol-

lowing value of the А
г
- reggeon intercept

o<
A
J[0j» О.36 i 0.06 . (12)

to - геккеоп. The possibility to determine adequately this

contribution is shown in Pig.4a,b giving experimental data

for the values

The fitting has produoed the following value of the CL> -tra-

jectory intercept

dLjp) » 0.43
 ±
 0.03. (14)

The errors indicated here and in (10),(12) correspond to a 156

-increase in JC • whioh, in our opinion, is a very modest esti-

mate of ambiguities (or systematic errors) in the parametriza-

tion. The statistical errors that correspond to AJu »1 under

variations of all the parameters except for that studied are

0.013, 0.025 and 0.009 for the f , A
e
 and CO intercepts,

respectively.

Let us consider also the semi-differenoe of the oross-seo-

tions

(15)
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At the planar level the quark rules yield

In reality (see the table) the § -contribution is still lees.

As ia often the case, the serai-difference (15) may therefore be

used to determine the to - reggeon parameters. This possibility

is shown in Pig.5. We note, however, that in that case the to

- reggeon intercept ia O.O1 higher than that derived from a

complete Regge-analysis.

Our values of the intercepts of a , A
a
 and to -trajec-

tories - expressions (10),(12) and (14), respectively, - are in

agreement with the results (1)-(3)» which may be recommended as

optimum ones.

T - reggeon. In the processes under consideration the T-reg-

geon makes contribution together with the pomeron, and when the

f -contribution is separated there are considerable systema-

tic errors. As a result, there is so far no consensus in the

literature concerning the parameters of the f - contribution

(see, for example, (4))> Moreover, some authors "avoid" extrac-

ting the ccntribution directly from the data, but find its para-

meters assuming the -f to be degenerate with certain reggeons.

When the shape of the pomeron is varied the parameters of

the f -contribution are appreciably changed. The dependence of

the intercept and the residue of the "f -reggeon on the parameter

"6" is shown in Fig. 6a,b (see also the table).

The intercept of the T -trajectory for the two solutions

obtained takes the following value : for a -branch

^(O) о 0.76 ^
# 0 8

 ; (16)

for |- -branch

0.71 !°;°f (17)

These results are in .agreement only with the values obtai-

ned in [10] for К «1 , and in [i6] for Y "
2
 •

 A 3 L 1 t h e r e a t e 8
~

timatee of of^Qo) lie much lower than (16),(17).

To illustrate the result (16),(17), we consider the -f -con-

tribution
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where at> я J?|a, 3rf> or Kp (for f>̂> and Kp in-

teractions the right-hand aide of (18) contains also the A.
R
-con-

tribution, but it is small).

Pig.7 shows the ratio -f
a
b(

b
) /fab(

s
*«l*0 •

 T n e
 points

correspond to the minimum on the Д and т -branchee, and the

errors to the change in Y over the range from 1 to 2 • On a

double logarithmic scale there is a pronounced regularity with

the same slope for all the processes, the slopes corresponding

to the intercepts (17),(18).

There ia another possibility to see what intercept the Г

-trajectory has. The additive quark rule holds to a high accu-

racy for the ratio of pomeron contributions to the NN and 3rN

oross-seotions. This is seen, in particular, from the table (de-

tails are discussed in {/143). I*
 m a y

 ^
e
 that the quark rules for

the pomeron ars strict (see also the arguments in [i7}). The pla-

nar quark rules for -f -reggeon - ixt» = 2/3 4- pp —

satisfied not so strictly. Ав is seen from the table, the deri-

vation from this rule is over 20%. This fact and the violation

of exchange degeneracy manifest.the appreciable contribution of

nonplanar corrections.

The combination

is therefore dominated by the т -reggeon. The behaviour of this

quantity is shown in Fig.8. The one-reggeon exchange with оЦ(о)

= 0.73 - 0.76 is pronounced.

The f -trajectory intercept ia thus much higher than waa

expected before} in our opinion, it lies over the range

0.71 i 0.06 . (19)

To conclude we mention the following. So high a value of

the f -reggeon intercept indicates that it ia greatly influen-

ced by the glueball,more specifically, not lesa than half the

upward shift of f -trajectory relative to the planar *>-«*)-A
z
-f

ansatz is caused by the glueball.
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TABLE. Pomeron and reggeon parameters obtained by f i t s at diffe-

rent values of У .The values of CUb , Ьл^» r<Rab a n d ® Fp
at JT "546 GeV are given in rab.

a P P
Dpp
CSirp

Ьэгр

Ькр

ofw(P)

Ыр(О)

«лг(о)
rfpp
Twpp
r 9PP
rA»pp
r4xp
P f

p.
pu^w

Гокр
rAiKp

^ P

a - braricti
dipole
0

1.74
-2,0

4.88
-1.28

3.13
-1.15

2.8*
0.677
0.425
0.550
0.360

90.0
36.0

1.55
4.58

46.56
4.09

32.43
11.41

2.16
2.20

61.07

d-mxnimum
Tf-1.28

1.52
-1.15

2.33
-0.76

1.53
-0.70

1.43
0.761
0.430
0.544
0.360

77.01
34.69

1.61
4.5

40.97
4.19

29.47
11.15
2.21
2.20

62.07

r - Dranoh
Г-minimum
Te1-57

1.58
14.70
0.86
9.50
0.56
8.67
0.51
0.712
0.420
0.546
0.360

62.94
36.51

1.40

4.36
30.38

4.16
18.55
11.63
2.20
2.21

62.18

froisaaron
T-2

1.8

25.57
0.23

16.22
0.14

14.54
0.13
0.650
0.421
0.545
0.360

52.4
36.28

1.5
4.53

22.01
4.19
9.61

11.57
2.20
2.20

62.40
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig. 1.The value of J£/(4Q4 points) at different values of f

Pig.2a,b. ^ - reggeon contribution reconstructed by formulae

(9) from the data on total oroes-sections: а) КЫ,ЫИ -in-

teractions; b)wN -interactions. The straight lines are

caloulated with parameters from the table at ? ^1.28.

Pig.3.A
2
 - reggeon contribution reconstructed by the formu-

las (11) from the data on KN and Ш total cross-sec-

tion. The straight lines represent the A
2
 contribution

at 7Г -1.28.

Pig.4a,b. W - reggeon contribution determined by formulae

(13) from the data on total cross-sections a) KN -inte-

ractions; b) NN -interactions. The lines represent tha to

contribution calculated at *f -1.26.

Fig.5.The total contribution from to and £ reggeons to

pp and p|> total cross-sect ions reconstructed by for-

mula (15). The lines represent the result of fits for all

the cross-sections at "fl" =1.28.

Pig.6a,b.The dependence of the residue r-^pp and the inter-

cept 0(4(0) on the parameter Tf" .

Pig.7.The contribution of -f - reggeon determined from the

data on total oross-sections at different values of f

(see the text for more details). The oirclea oorrospond

to the value "£ «1.28, the squares to *tf* «1.57. The

errors take into account the change in *£" over the

range from 1 to 2 . _

Pig.8.Combination of the cross-sections 2/з[ ^
Р

2

 ??
] L * 2 * *

The straight line is the i -contribution with the parame-

ters from the table at f "1«28.
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